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180-degree assessment, 143

360-degree assessment, 143

AASB Standard 1046, 490

Abosch, Ken, 260

absenteeism, reasons for, 60

accountability

for change, 537

job factor, 282

accreditation, 306–8

accumulation superannuation plans,

325

achievement motivation theory, 69–70

achievement-oriented competencies, 181

acquired needs, 69

action plans, 214–16

action stage of coaching, 222

affective commitment, 43, 46

affective states, 41

age factors

discrimination based on, 250

view of reward justice, 62

see also seniority

agency theory, 354, 469

on manager behaviour, 102

on managerial power, 492–5

Alderfer’s ‘ERG’ theory, 69

alternation job ranking, 157–8, 276

alternative pay plans, 1

analyser businesses, 107, 267

anchors, overlapping, 173

annuity problem, 377

anomalies in grade placement, 294

anti-managerialism, 13

assessment see behaviour assessment;

competencies; performance assessment

assessment centres, 191–2

ASX Principles of Good Corporate Governance

and Best Practice Recommendations, 488

at risk components of executive remuneration,

471

attitudes and behaviour, 44–8

attracting staff, 35, 320

attribution error, 152

attribution theory, 152

Australia

award-based pay, 243

balanced scorecard approach, 138

behavioural assessment, 142

behaviourally anchored rating scales, 168

broad banding, 262

childcare benefits, 329

coaching in, 220

competency assessment, 184

employee benefits, 319, 448

executive remuneration, 473, 481, 488–91

job evaluation, 275

leave-related benefits, 327

management by objective, 132

mandatory benefits, 320

market rate surveys, 272

multisource assessment, 149

peer assessment, 145

performance assessment, 143

performance pay plans, 351

performance review meetings, 206

self-assessment, 146

share ownership, 448

share purchase plans, 457

subordinate assessment, 146

superannuation coverage, 323

Australian Public Service, 3

Australian Workplace Industrial Relations

Survey, 61

autonomy
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in job characteristics model, 73

in social cognition theory, 83

process teams, 438

award-based systems, 243

balanced contracts, 54

balanced scorecard approach, 134–40, 518

Bandura’s social cognition theory, 82–3

BARS, 165–8, 192

base pay, 33–4, 233–48

for executives, 470

rationale for, 233–5

structures, 249–68

base-line data collection, 222

Bedaux Point system, 405

behaviour and attitudes, 44–8

behaviour assessment, 142

assessor bias, 149

common flaws, 173–6

costs of, 241

errors in, 150–4

evaluation of, 176–7, 227

sources of information, 143–50

verification of, 154

behaviour event interviewing, 187

behaviour management, 142–78

behavioural coaching, 220

behavioural contingency model, 514

behavioural frequency, 174

Behavioural Observation Scales (BOS), 168–9,

192

behaviourally anchored rating scales, 165–8,

192

BEI, 187

bell curve ranking, 160

benchmark jobs, 277, 278

benefit forecasting, 533–6

benefit plans. See employee benefits

best fit remuneration models, 94–103, 265–8,

510

achieving, 88–118

competency-based, 198–9

merit pay and, 385–6

recognition plans and, 396–7

recommended practices, 523–32

vs best practice models, 103–5

best practice models, 89–94, 103–5

Black–Scholes model, 483

boards of directors

executive remuneration and, 496–7

managerial power theory, 470

relations with CEO, 494

remuneration disclosure, 490

bonuses, 380–1

based on goals, 408–11

bonus pool size, 416

equity as, 454

for executives, 475–6

gainsharing and, 431

task-and-time plans, 402–6

Boral wellness programs, 334

BOS. See Behaviour Observation Scales (BOS)

bottom-up assessment, 146

Boyatzis, Richard, 182

brainstorming sessions, 190

breach of psychological contract, 50–4

breadth skills, 298

broad banding, 257–65, 308–17

broad grades, 256–7

budget allocation for performance-related pay,

378

burnout, from goal-setting, 134

business life cycles, 96, 117

business process re-engineering, 110, 262

businesses, in market pricing surveys, 270

cafeteria plans, 336–7

Canada

broad banding, 262

competency-based pay, 244

employee benefits, 319

flexible benefits plans, 337

gainsharing, 427

job evaluation, 275

mandatory benefits, 321

market rate surveys, 272

performance pay plans, 351

profitsharing, 420

share purchase plans, 458

superannuation plans, 325

cap-and-collar schemes, 479

career banding. See broad banding

carer benefits, 327–30

case studies, 340

Mercury Couriers, 227

Southbank, 501–5

cash benefits, 34

cash recognition awards, 390–1

cash–equity trade-offs

causes (inputs to the contract), 51
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central tendency error, 154, 379

CEOs, 473, 491–5

see also executive incentives

change

management of, 116–18, 262, 509–39

rehearsal for, 532–8

chief executive officers, 473, 491–5

see also executive incentives

childcare benefits, 328–30

CLERP 9, 489

clients, feedback from, 147–8

coaching, 218–25

cognitive evaluation theory, 83–4

cohesion between HR practices, 104

collective incentives, 360

long-term, 447–66

performance-related, 349

rationale and options, 413–15

short-term, 413–46

combination profitsharing plans, 416

commission payments, 406–8

commitment vs control, 90

commitment-based management, 112

communications with staff

by management, 53

during roll-out, 538

strategic, 24

Company Law Review Act , 488

compa-ratio indexes, 372

comparative behavioural assessment, 155

comparative worth, 58

compensation, 33

averaging problem, 274

compensation committees, 468

see also remuneration

competencies

assessment of, 185–94, 308–9

competency menus, 190

competency zones, 309–10

management based on, 193–9, 219, 525

management of, 179–99

rating instruments, 192–4

remuneration for, 238–47, 308–17

vs skills, 236–8

competitive strategies, 107–9, 113

complementarity explanation, 529

compulsory share purchase plans, 477

conceptual approach, 7–14

configurational model, 104

conflation of behavioural criteria, 173

conscientiousness, 47

consequences of a contract, 52

construct validity, 27, 123

content (state and basis of the contract), 52

content theories of motivation, 67–73, 74

content validity, 27, 123

contextual constraints on performance, 40,

133, 202

contingency model, 85, 95

continuance commitment, 43

continuous process technology, 267

contract drift, 51

contractual breach, 50–4

control vs commitment, 90

control-based management, 112

core competencies, 185, 309

core tasks, 123

Corning Technologies, 436

corporate governance. See governance

Corporate Law Economic Reform Program

(Audit Reform and Corporate Disclosure)

Act 2004, 489

corporate performance, executive

remuneration and, 491–5

Corporations Act 2001, 488

correlation coefficients, 28

cost-effectiveness, 29–30

costs

forecasting, 533–6

of performance-related pay, 378

reducing, 107

counselling, 214–16, 334

Court, Case & McGowan case study, 340–4

coverage of skills-based pay, 297

co-workers, assessment by, 145, 307

craft workers, 237, 400

criterion validity, 27, 123

critical approach, 10

critical incident technique, 153, 161–2, 165

critical post-structuralism, 11, 12

critical–structuralism, 10, 12

cross-gender mentoring, 218

culture

management of, 361–4

of management, 111–13

see also organisational culture

current distribution schemes, 416

customer-focused culture, 147

cybernetic view of performance, 20

cyclical approach to appraisal, 22

data collection, market pricing surveys, 271

death of the loyalty contract, 55

decimation of workforce, 158
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deep competencies, 196

defender businesses, 107, 266

deferred schemes, 416

defined benefit superannuation plans, 324–5

defined contribution superannuation plans,

325

Deming, W. Edwards, 22

Department of Finance, merit pay in, 383

depth skills, 299

descriptive approach, 10, 12

descriptors for levels of competency, 309

development

change and, 509–39

performance review and, 200–26

rewards for, 31, 525

developmental humanist approach, 90

differential piece rate system, 402

differentiating competencies, 180

differentiation strategy, 107

Director and Executive Disclosures by

Disclosing Entities, 490

directors see boards of directors

disability insurance, 326–7

disclosure see governance

discretionary bonuses, 473–5

discretionary effort, 39–41

dissatisfaction see job satisfaction

distributive justice, 58–63

performance-related pay and, 365

vs procedural, 63–4

dividend payments, 454

double loop learning, 208

Drucker, Peter, 128

due process model, 57

dysfunctional persistence, 133

Eastman Kodak, 139

economic effectiveness of performance-related

rewards, 355–61

economic value added, 475

see also value added

effort bargains, 347

effort–performance linkage. See expectancy

theory

elaboration proclivity, 214

elder care benefits, 328–30

eligibility

for collective incentives, 417

for employee benefits, 319

Emerson Efficiency Plan, 404

Emery, Fred, 73

emotional intelligence (EI), 183

employee assistance programs, 334–5

employee benefits, 318–39

financial fringe benefits, 330–1

for executives, 470

forecasting costs, 533–6

non-financial rewards, 331–5

option plans, 478–83

plan design, 335–8

purpose and drivers, 320–2

share plans, 447–66

tax issues, 321

see also executive incentives

employee psychological contracts, 6, 37, 48–56,

514

model of, 50–4

under broad banding, 264

employees

attracting, 320

development of, 24–5

empowerment of, 214, 262

evaluating, 25–7

executive remuneration and, 498

involvement programs, 452

positioning in broad banding, 311–17

empowerment of employees, 214, 261

enterprise value added employee share

ownership scheme, 455

epistemology, 9

equal pay for equal jobs, 238

equity norm, 58

equity theory, 58, 79

equity, rewards based on, 449–54, 476–82

see also option plans; share plans

ERG theory, 69

EVA targets, 475

evaluation. See competencies; behaviour

assessment; performance assessment

executive coaching, 220, 225

executive incentives, 467–500

components and trends, 470–3

effectiveness of, 495–9

option plans, 478–83, 491

share grant plans, 455

exit interviews, 518

expectancy theory, 77–80, 354

expert panels, data collection by,

190

external contingencies, 97

external customers, feedback from, 147–8

external regulation, executive remuneration,

487–91

extrinsic rewards, 30, 450, 525
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factor comparison, 278–9

fairness, 56, 227, 365–6

see also organisational justice

fat-graded structures. See broad grades

favouritism by supervisors, 144

feedback

effectiveness of, 211

from customers or clients, 147–8

from performance evaluation, 24

from subordinates, 146

in goal-setting theory, 80

job characteristics model, 73

negative, 212–14

review meetings, 205

see also performance assessment

Fein, Mitchell, 424

felt-fairness, 29

of assessment process, 57

via merit grids, 371

female-dominated occupations, 274

Finance Department, merit pay in, 383

financial flexibility, 353

financial fringe benefits, 330–1

financial outcomes

as results, 122

executive bonuses linked to, 475

financial rewards, 31

see also remuneration

first impression error, 151

five-factor model, 47

fixed benefits plans, 335–6

fixed remuneration. See base pay

Flanagan, John, 161

flat scale bonuses, 409

flexible benefits plans, 336–7

flexible work-time, 332–3

Flight Centre, 408

focus group techniques, 190, 518

focus strategy, 107

forced choice assessment, 171–3

forced ranking, 158–61

forecasting costs and benefits, 533–6

framework for system development, 511–12

France, employee share plans, 448

free riding, 419, 428

fringe benefits. See employee benefits

fully paid shares, 454

gainsharing, 421–33, 445

Gantt formula, 404

gender issues

female-dominated occupations, 274

in mentoring, 217

pay discrimination, 289–90

performance-related pay, 366

views of reward justice, 62

General Electric

annually decimates workforce, 158

broad banding in, 261

General Mills, 302

Glaxo Wellcome, competency-based plan, 313

goals

bonuses based on, 408–11

goal incongruence, 469

KPIs quantify, 125

goal-setting, 128–34, 354

pros and cons, 130–4

theory of, 80–2

goalsharing, 433–7

as team incentive, 442

organisational structure and, 445

goldbricking, 401

golden handcuffs, 477

Goleman, Daniel, 183

good soldier behaviour, 39

governance, 467–70

corporate disclosures, 479

executive remuneration, 487–91

graphic rating scales, 162–4, 192

Grint, Keith, 150

group norms, 53

GRSs, 162–4, 192

guide charts, 281–7, 288

halo and horns errors, 151

Halsey, F.A., 402

hard outcomes, 122

hard skills

gender differences in distribution, 290

vs soft skills, 180

harshness error, 154

Harvard School, 90

Hastings, Donald, 364

Hay guide chart profile method, 281–7, 288

health and fitness programs, 333–4

health care insurance, 326–7

Henry Davis York, benefits program, 333

Herzberg’s two-factor theory, 70–2

Hewlett-Packard, 1

hierarchy of needs, 67–9

high achievers, motivation of, 82

high-involvement management, 90, 113, 363

employee share plans favour, 465

profitsharing under, 444
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high–low method, 305

high–low pricing approach, 310

higher-order needs, 68, 74

horizontal alignment, 96

horizontal integration, 104

horns and halo effect, 151

human resource management, 99

competency-based, 180–5

market pricing surveys

open system model, 20

perceived efficiency, 6

strategy statement, 516

hybrid superannuation plans, 325–6

hygiene factors, 71

iceberg model of competency levels,

182

identification with the organisation, 47

implementation plans, 537

imprecise grade descriptors, 174

Improshare Plan, 424

incentives, 34

see also types of incentives

income security, base pay and, 235

indirect pay, 318

individual incentives, 349

merit pay, 369–86

results-based, 412

industrial relations

high-trust management, 112

profitsharing and, 418

inflation, effect on pay rises, 380

information on behaviour, sources of, 143–50

Inland Revenue Service (UK), 384

innovation strategy, 107

inputs, 20

instrumental reward–satisfaction dimension,

450

instrumentality. See line of sight

insurance as an employee benefit, 326–7

integrative model, 96, 103

intentional errors in assessment, 153–4

interactional justice, 56

internal contingencies, 97

interviewing technique, 206

intrinsic motivation theory, 83–4,

358

intrinsic rewards, 30, 450, 526

invalid behavioural statements, 173

job characteristics model, 72–3

job classification, 277–8

job evaluation, 275–87, 289–90

job factors, 278–9

job families. See broad grades

job grades, 252–5, 277–8, 291–4

job ranking, 276–7

job satisfaction, 42–3, 46

job-based pay, 238–47, 270

jobless organisation, 236

John Wayne factor, 383

justice, 56–64

see also fairness; felt-fairness

Kaplan, Robert, 134

key performance indicators (KPIs), 123–5

for bonuses, 410

in strategic configurations, 115

key result areas (KRAs), 123–5

KITA view of employee motivation, 77

Klemp, George, 182

know-how, 282, 288

knowledge workers, 195

Kohn, Alfie, 358

labour cost flexibility, 353

labour–management relations see industrial

relations; unions

lag indicators, 137

Latham, Gary, 80

law of effect, 76

lead indicators, 137

leadership coaching, 220

leadership competency, 183

learned self-efficacy, 82

leave-related benefits, 327–30

legal compliance, employee benefits,

320

Lend Lease

childcare benefits, 329

employee benefits plans, 336

share purchase plans, 458

leniency error, 153

life insurance, 326–7

lifelong learning, 241

Lincoln Electric

failure to transplant management culture,

364

performance-related pay plan, 356

profitsharing by, 417

line of sight, 78

for profitsharing, 419

share option plans, 463

Locke, Edwin, 80
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long-term incentives

collective, 447–66

for executives, 471, 476–82

see also employee share plans

low-cost leadership, 107

lower-order needs, 68, 74

McBer & Co., 182

McClelland, David, 69–70, 181

maintenance stage of coaching, 223

management

and organisational structure, 113–16

by objective (MBO), 81, 128–34

communications with staff, 53

competency-based, 193–9, 219

culture of, 111–13

executive remuneration and, 491–5

for results, 121–41

measurement required for, 126

mentoring and coaching, 215–25

methods of, 524–5

of behaviour, 142–78

of competencies, 179–99

of culture, 361–4

of gainsharing, 432

of misalignment, 116–18

of motivation, 65, 85–6

of performance review meetings, 205–8

rationality of, 102

style, 111

under broad banding, 260

management-espoused psychological

contracts, 54–6

managerial power theory, 470, 492–5

managerialism, 9

managers, power and influence of, 101

mandatory benefits, 321

mandatory profit sharing, 350

mandatory reporting of executive

remuneration, 487–91

market pay lines, 292

market pricing surveys, 269–75, 305

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, 67–9

matching model, 85, 95

maternity leave, 328

matrix structures, 111

measured day work, 348

measurement instruments, 520

measuring results, 123–5

mechanistic structures, 110

membership behaviour, 38–9

mentoring, 216–18

Mercury Couriers, 227

merit grid approach, 371–86

merit pay

bonuses, 380–1

effectiveness, 381–3

increments, 369

individual incentives, 369–86

progression, 240

public sector, 383–5

micro-scale multifactor goalsharing, 441

Microsoft, share option scheme, 461

minimum pay levels, 234

misalignment between policy and strategy,

106, 116–18, 516

mixed standards scales, 162–4

money see compensation; renumeration

motivation, 42

from performance-related pay, 352

low, causes of, 202

management of, 35, 65, 85–6

meaning and complexity, 66–7

via ownership, 449–54, 459

and work behaviour, 45

motivators, 71

MSS, 162–4

multifactor gainsharing plans, 422, 428

multifactor goalsharing plans, 434

multiskilling, 240, 299

multisource assessment, 143, 148–50

mutual gains models, 90

mutual monitoring, 427

mystery customer technique, 148

narrow grades, 252–5, 277–8, 291–4

National Australia Bank share grant plan, 455

National Health Service (UK), 132, 384, 411

needs, 67

negative feedback, 212–14

neo-human relations writers, 90

non-financial rewards, 31, 331–5

as team incentives, 441

recognition awards, 391–7

non-sequential skill sets, 302

norm of contribution, 58

normative commitment, 43

Nortel, stair-step systems, 300

Northern Telecom, broad banding in, 261

Norton, David, 134
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objectives

of performance-related pay plans, 351–5

vs goals, 125

ontology, 9

open system model, 20

option plans, 460–4, 484

executive incentives, 478–83, 491

organic organisational structure, 110, 414

organisational citizenship behaviour, 39–41

organisational commitment, 43–4

organisational culture, 515

organisational justice, 56–64

see also fairness; felt-fairness

organisational structure, 109–11

best fit with merit pay, 385–6

choice of reward system, 526

collective long-term incentives and, 464–5

management style and, 113–16

performance-related pay and, 361–4

remuneration models and, 265–8

short-term collective incentives and, 444–5

outputs, 20

overlapping pay ranges, 252

ownership, motivation via, 449–54, 459

paired comparisons, 158–9, 276

parallel teams, 439

parental leave, 328

pay, 33

reductions in, 63

see also base pay; merit pay; remuneration

pay component matrix, 529

pay range penetration, 372

pay scales, 250–3

best fit with organisational structure, 265

policy, 272

payment for time not worked, 327–8

payment-by-results plans see

performance-related rewards

pay-performance sensitivity, 491–2

peer assessment, 145, 307

peer mentoring, 217

perceived performance–reward linkage. See

line of sight

performance-accelerated vesting, 482

performance assessment, 36

behavioural assessment in, 142

benchmarks, 431

review and development, 200–26

review meetings, 203–12

standards for, 354

surrogate shares, 485

of teams, 440

performance diaries, 153, 162

performance management

effective, 86

purpose of, 22–7

requirements for, 27–30

vs evaluation of past performance, 26

performance-related rewards, 3, 368, 516

performance shares, 484

personal capacity, 235

personal insurance, 326–7

personal skills vs positional skills, 236

personality traits, 47

person-based base pay systems, 296–317

person–situation interactionist model of job

performance, 48

Pfeffer-digm, 91, 93

phantom share plans, 485

piece rates, 400–1

see also performance-related rewards

piloting, 537–8

points-factor job evaluation, 279–81, 287–9

policy-capturing instruments, 279

Porter and Lawler model of expectancy, 79

positional skills vs personal skills, 236

position-based pay, 269–95

vs skill-based pay, 235–8

positive synergies, best practice approach, 89

post-employment payments, 471

poststructuralism, 288

power needs, 70

practice review, 517–23

premium bonus system, 402, 410

premium pricing, executive option plans, 480

preparation stage of coaching, 222

preparatory planning, 537–8

prepotency, 68

prescriptive approach, 9, 12

present value approach, executive option plans,

483

pricing skills and skill sets, 305–6

principal–agent problem, 469, 478

problem-solving job factor, 285

problem-solving performance reviews, 206,

207, 210–12, 215

procedural justice, 57–8, 63–4

process teams, 438

process theories of motivation, 76–84, 85
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productivity improvement from gainsharing,

430

profitsharing, 415–21

project teams, 439

promotions

confounding effect on performance pay, 382

job-based pay motivates, 239

under broad banding, 265

pro-social behaviour, 39–41

prospector businesses, 108, 131

protégés, 216–18

proxy indicators, 125

psychological contract see employee

psychological contract

psychology, working with, 37–64

public sector

APS remuneration plans, 3

goal-setting in, 132

merit pay, 383–5

pay scales, 251

superannuation coverage, 323

punishment in reinforcement theory, 76

quality of work

considered as a result, 122

enhancement strategy, 107

performance-related pay and, 361

quantitative data, in performance review, 518

quantity of work, 122

rank-and-yank approach, 158–61

ranking methods of behaviour assessment,

155–73

rating methods of behaviour assessment, 155

rationality of management, 102

recency error, 151

recognition awards, 387–98

recommending best fit practices, 523–32

recruits, assessment of, 192

re-engineering, 110, 262

reflective stage of coaching, 221

rehearsal for change management, 532–8

reinforcement theory, 76–7, 354

relational contracts, 54

relationship-building, 24

relative deprivation theory, 61

relative worth norm, 58

reliability, 28–9, 123

graphic rating scales, 164

in behavioural assessment, 150–4

remuneration, 32–4

as hygiene factor, 71

base pay structures, 233–48, 249–68

choice of plan, 525–30

determining levels, 530–2

executive incentives, 467–500

methods of calculating, 238–43

performance-related rewards, 347

remuneration committees, 468

skill assessment and, 306–8

see also compensation

rent extraction by CEOs, 493

replicator plans, 448

reporting requirements. See governance

resource-based models, 95, 97

restricted share plans, 455, 476–7

results, management for, 121–41

results-based incentives, 412, 475–6

see also performance-related rewards

retaining employees, 35, 320

retirement plans, 322–6, 494

return on investment

from coaching, 224

performance-related pay plans, 355

work-life balance policies, 333

rewards, 36

justice in, 62

management of, 34–6, 86

mix of, 525–30

reviews of, 204

reward practice model, 105–18

total reward and, 30–2

see also performance-related rewards;

remuneration

risk-avoidance actions, executive option plans,

479

ROI see return on investment

role clarity, 24

role competencies, 185, 309

roll-out of change, 538

Rousseau, Denise, 49, 54

Rucker Gainsharing Plan, 423

salaried employment, 33

sales commissions, 406–8

salience of a need, 74

Sarbanes–Oxley Act, 487

Save-As-You-Earn scheme (UK), 461

Scanlon Gainshare Plan, 422

scattergrams, job evaluation with, 291

scientific piece rates, 401–2

Sears Roebuck, 140

self vs other, 451

self-assessment, 146–7, 152
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self-coaching, 223

self-efficacy, 214

self-esteem, 213

self-regulation of performance, 82

self-serving bias, 147, 213

seniority, 240, 250

severance pay, 330–1

share appreciation rights, 484

share plans, 447–66, 476–82

share rights plans, 484

share surrogates, 482, 484

shareholders, executive remuneration and, 496

short-term incentive plans

collective, 413–46

for executives, 471, 473–6

similarity error, 152

single-factor gainsharing plans, 422

single-factor team incentive models, 440

situational constraints, 152

size of business, 109

choice of incentive plan, 445

share plans and, 465

Skiffington & Zeus’ behavioural coaching

model, 220

skill points accrual model, 304

skill-based pay, 238–43, 296–308

accreditation and, 306–8

incidence, 243–7

vs position-based pay, 235–8

skills

job analysis, 297–9

pricing, 305–6

training in, 299–305

vs competencies, 236–8

sliding scales, 399

bonuses, 409

goalsharing, 434

SMART goal-setting, 128–31

social cognition theory, 82–3

social loafing (free riding), 419, 427

social rewards, 31, 526

socio-technical systems approach, 73

soft skills

gender differences in distribution, 290

vs hard skills, 180

Southbank case study, 501–5

spines see pay scales

split-range approach, 294

staff attitude surveys, 519

stair-step systems, 300

stakeholders

aligning interests of, 468

attitudes and reactions of, 123

behaviour assessment by, 143

in executive remuneration, 495, 499

standard piece rates, 400–1

stealth compensation for CEOs, 493

steel minimills, productivity of, 92

straight increments, 370–1

straight ranking, 156–7

strategic choice theory, 95

strategic communication, 24

strategic myopia, 133

strategic partners, HR staff as, 101

strategic performance model, 88–18

strategic requirements, 513–17

stress, from goal-setting, 134

stretch goals, 81

subordinates, assessment by, 146

substance abuse programs, 335

substitution explanation, 528

success, best fit for, 532

superannuation plans, 322–6

supervisors

assessment by, 143–5

at performance review meetings, 203

attribution errors by, 152

surface competencies, 196

sustainability, best fit for, 532

SWOT analysis, 99, 117

system review, 509–39

systematic soldiering, 401

task behaviour, 39

task identity, 72

task motivation see motivation

task-and-time bonus plans, 402–6

tax issues

employee benefits, 321

share purchase plans, 457, 477

Taylor, Frederick Winslow, 401

team incentives, 437–44

tell and listen performance reviews, 207

tell and sell performance reviews, 206, 215

Telstra share purchase plans, 458

termination payments, 330, 471

theory X/theory Y dichotomy, 90, 112

Thompson, Paul, 11

throughputs, 20

tick-and-flick, 22

time-based wages, 33

timeliness, 122

timing of performance reviews, 203–5

topping out, 242
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total reward approach, 30–2, 511

total shareholder returns, 477, 481

totem pole approach, 158–61

tournament theory, 468–9

Townley, Barbara, 11, 12

trade unions see unions

traditional management culture, 112

training costs, 241

training in skill set content, 299–305

transactional contracts, 54

transitional contracts, 55

triple bottom-line approach, 135

trust, 53, 112

two-factor theory, 70–2

UK

action plans, 215

balanced scorecard approach, 139

broad banding, 262

broad grades, 257

competency assessment, 184, 197

competency-based pay, 245

employee share plans, 448

executive remuneration, 487–8

flexible benefits plans, 337

job evaluation, 275

management by objective, 132

market rate surveys, 272

multisource assessment, 150

pay scales, 251

peer assessment, 145

performance assessment, 143

performance pay plans, 351

person-based pay, 247

public sector merit pay, 384

self-assessment, 146

subordinate assessment, 146

under-performance

reasons for, 201

remedying, 22–7, 214–16

unidimensional competencies, 313

unintentional assessment errors, 151–3

unions

employee benefits sought by, 321

pay structures and, 267

promote superannuation, 323

suspicious of profitsharing, 420

view of gainsharing, 433

United Airlines, share purchase plans, 459

unreliability. See reliability

upward dissimilar comparisons, 498

USA

balanced scorecard approach, 138

broad banding, 263

competency-based pay, 244

employee benefits, 319

employee share plans, 448

executive remuneration, 471, 487–8

flexible benefits plans, 337

forced ranking assessment, 158

leave-related benefits, 327

profitsharing, 420

share grant plans, 456

skill-based pay, 244

valence of potential rewards, 78

validity, 27–8, 123

value added

four facets of, 135

gainsharing and, 423

tiers, 258

value chain, 135, 140

vertical alignment, 96

vertical skills, 299

violation of psychological contract, 50–4

virtual organisations, 111

VRIO requirements, 97

Vroom expectancy theory, 77–80

waged remuneration, 33

warrant plans, 484

weighted checklists, 170–1

weighting of job factors, 281

wellness programs, 333–4

White, Robert, 181

work attitudes, 41–4

work behaviour, 38–41

work effort, 39

work motivation. See motivation

work relationships, 24, 66

work teams, 437–44

workers compensation, 326–7

working conditions, 282

work–life balance programs, 332–3

zero exercise price options (ZEPOs), 463, 484

Zeus & Skiffington’s behavioural coaching

model, 220
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